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Physical Address (head office)

Cnr. Harriet & Melville Street
Driehoek 
Germiston
Gauteng
South Africa
1401

Tel:  +27(011) 825-4550
        +27(011) 873-9414 / 5131
        +27(061) 414-2599 / 2234
        +27(081) 491-4205

Vat No: 4590122083

Reg.No: CK89/19550/23

BEE Level :  6

Postal Address

P.O Box 1554
Alberton
Johannesburg
Gauteng
South Africa
1450

info@springcentre.co.za
sales@springcentre.co.za
natasha@springcentre.co.za 
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_ ___________________________________________

www.springcentre.co.za

t/a General Spring Works (head office)

> Sales Dept            -

>  HR / Payroll / Marketing & Designer / Imports \ Exports

> Managing Director - anton@springcentre.co.za 

E-mail Address’s 

Contact Numbers _____________________________ _____________________________ _____________________________

Land line Fax :         +2711 825-6080
Recept. Fax2Mail:   (086) 512 1707
Accounts Fax2Mail: (086) 615-0607
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Fax Contact Numbers
Contact Numbers

Like us on Facebook - General Spring Works

http://louise@springcentre.co.za
http://louise@springcentre.co.za
http://louise@springcentre.co.za
http://marie@springcentre.co.za
http://natasha@springcentre.co.za
http://marie@springcentre.co.za
http://marie@springcentre.co.za
http://natasha@springcentre.co.za
http://marie@springcentre.co.za


SEMI FINISHED BLADES

PARABOLIC SPRINGS

LEAF SPRINGS

CONVENTIONAL SPRINGS



Established in 1989, Spring Centre cc (a trading division) known as
General Spring Works, was built up from almost nothing and has grown to
become now one of South Africa’s top leading Automotive Spring manufacturing
companies and remain the most competitive in its market. 
Providing high quality leaf springs, coil springs (standard and heavy duty) for 
ALL makes of vehicles as well as Parabolic springs.

With an extensive inventory and a commitment to customer service excellence, 
we can fulfill any order quickly and at a price that works for your budget.

We cater to many different industries such as
Industrial ,Automotive, Agriculture, Electrical and more..

At Spring Centre cc we are commited to keeping you moving.
Spring Centre’s individual service, unmatched quality and quick turnaround 
reduces spring replacement costs by ensuring extended spring life.

We continue to supply products with built-in superior quality at competitive market
related prices and ensure excellent before and after sales service. Our combined, 
in-house expertise in spring manufacturing is constantly used to improve quality, cost
and delivery to our valued customers and distributors.

Protective and decorative finishes are also available to meet you specifications.

Spring Centre customers are assured of receiving quality springs - new or 
re-manufactured - engineered from the highest quality steel and quality checked at
every stage of manufacture. Our spring’s are subject to final quality checks and  
supplied to reach our customers on time, as we place equal importance on our service. 
We also offer a minimal turnaround time on re-manufactured springs to save our 
customers time and money.
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WE MANUFACTURE & RECONDITION  ALL TYPES OF SPRINGS
                                                    &
                    MANUFACTURE LOWERING KITS   AND 
                                COMPLETE 4X4 KITS





We specialise in / Services:

# We offer the following
services as well...

- Powder-Coating
- Shot Peening

Leaf Springs

EXTRA’S:

- Bar Straightning
- Bar Grinding

Spring Centre’s commitment to customer service extends to our stockholding
of immediately available new components for many popular makes and types
                   of light and heavy commercial vehicles including 4x4’s and buses.

-Manufacture & Install Lowering Kits GSW (done in our fitment centre)

-Manufacture & install 4x4 kits / upgrades (done in our fitment centre)

-Repairs & Reconditioning of springs
-Parabolic Springs
-Leaf Springs - Trailers, Trucks, Buses, Bakkies etc

-Shackles/Hangers
-U-Bolts
-Centre Bolts & Pins
-Bushes (plastic, polyurethane, brass/steel)

-Automotive Coil Springs (Standard & Heavy Duty)

-Agricultural Springs 
-AND ANY other size spring, Wire Forms  AND Clips etc

We have a state of the art fitment center, where our qualified
sales people and mechanics will advise you as what needs to be done 
to get your vehicle/bakkie/truck/trailer/bus etc to your requirements.. 
If you are looking for that sleek low riding look, we manufacture and fit 
GSW sports lowering kits at the best prices!
We also fit and supply 4x4 upgrade’s.



MANUFACTURING

All our manufactured springs,from 
coil springs to leaf springs,go through 
our perfection, manufacturing process.  

Every individual spring is subject to an 
exhaustive final quality check to make sure
only the best springs reach our customers.
There is no compromise on quality throughout 
each step of the manufacturing process.

Coil Springs are manufactured
with precision and perfection.
upon completion all coils under go
a quality check process to make sure
that our customers receive nothing
but the best.

Manufactured on a Coiler machine 
or CNC coiler.

We manufacture coil springs in
Heavy duty and standard material dia size. 
We fit lowering kits for all vehicles to specifications given
in order to meet our customers request and satisfaction.

The suspension service life depends
largely on the manufacturing methods, therefor
we have our qualified quality inspectors to 
inspect every step of the manufacturing process.
A spring’s load and rate are checked to ensure the
spring can handle the specified loads and can withstand any weather
condi�ons.



We at Spring Centre cc 
strive to give our customers 
the best 4x4 upgrade 
suspension kits to ensure 
that you have the ultimate 
4x4 experience.  

Upgrading your 4x4 suspension undoubtedly improves off road performance.
It increases load capacity & improves off road ability by optimizing approach, departure 
and break over angles - now your vehicle can take on steeper obstacles without sagging..
also..the ability to keep all four wheels in contact with the ground over uneven and
rough terrain improves articulation.

The challenge for any 4x4 enthusiast is to find a balance 
between on road ride comfort and off road articulation.

 

4x4 Upgrades.. _______________________________________________ _______________________________________________

We manufacture and fit custom 4x4 upgrade kits.

We here at Spring Centre cc 
will happily tailor the suspension 
to your desire and our qualified 
staff will also advise you based 
on our trained and specific 
knowledge.



PARABOLIC SPRINGS

Parabolic springs consist of one or more leafs. The leafs touch only the middle, where they are fixed to the 
axle and the outer ends. They do not touch each other in between those 2 point as they do with conventional
leaf springs.
Each leaf represents a complete spring in itself and therefor will act as the same. To enable this. the leaf 
is tapered from the centre to the outer end. This parabolic rolling process means that every centimeter
the thickness of the leaf/blade decreases in an amount that relates to the square function of its length.

Today, the parabolic spring is a bestseller, and the demand for parabolic springs 
in South Africa is growing greater by the day.

This is understandable as the easy assembly of springs leads to an almost perfect fitting accuracy 
with enhanced traveling comfort and importantly a longer life cycle.

The reason for a longer life span is that when the springs are rolled out in the parabolic mill,
they vary in thickness in turn leading to an even distribution of stress.
Although Parabolic springs are designed ligther and thinner than traditional Multi-Leaf springs
they process an improved durability and resistance.

The weight reduction of approximately 35% considerably reduces the weight of the vehicle to
which they are mounted. And, this in turn, reduces fuel consumption of the vehicle which
compensates for the higher production cost of parabolic springs.

Parabolic Springs are mostly used in commercial vehicles.

We stock a wide range of Parabolic Leaf Springs,
as well as the bushes and other components.

9



It applies a protective film which is thin,
does not run or drip. In the end it creates
a seamless protection film around the
springand protects it from all external
elements that can cause damage to
the springs over time.

Powder Coating is a very important
process in the manufacturing of
springs.
  * Longer lasting durability to springs
     that are placed in extreme conditions.
  * Gives a spring that custom look
    while maintaining the correct size and
    perfection.

There are other ways to add more life to
springs, although the best possible
option is by Powder coating the springs.

The springs get placed into a baking oven 
with temperatures of over 400 degrees.

______________________________

POWDER-COATING

        Advantages of powder coating instead of other coatings 

1. Powder coatings contain no solvents and release little or no amount of Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOC) into the atmosphere. Thus, there is no longer a need for finishers to 
buy costly pollution control equipment. Companies can comply more easily and 
economically with the regulations of the government. 

2. Powder coatings can produce much thicker coatings than conventional liquid coatings 
without running or sagging. 

3. Powder coated items generally have fewer appearance differences between horizontally 
coated surfaces and vertically coated surfaces than liquid coated items. 

4. The wide range of specialty effects are easily accomplished using powder coatings that 
would be impossible to achieve with other coating processes  

     Curing time is significantly faster with powder coating as compared to liquid coating 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
INFORMATION



SHOT PEENING

INFORMATION

Gains in Operating Life
Much testing has been accomplished to determine
the improvement in fatigue life of springs as a result
of the shot-peening process.
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Shot peening as a method of significantly improving 
the operating (fatigue) life of springs.  
The commercial origins of the technique go back to the  
automobile industry of about 1930, and today almost all  
automobiles use shot peened valve springs, and,  
in many cases, suspension springs.  
Shot peening has been applied successfully to springs with  
wire diameters as small as 0.010 in., as well as to extremely large  
coal pulverizer suspension springs with a diameter of 3.5in. 
Shot Peening is also used on a production basis on leaf springs,  
Belleville springs, and torsion bars. The peening process is relatively  
inexpensive and has proven capable of increasing operating life by 
5 to 10 times or more when compared to unpeened springs. 

Shot peening is a cold working process
used to produce a compressive residual
stress layer and modify mechanical
properties of metals and composites. It
entails impacting a surface with shot 
round metallic particles with force, 
sufficient to create plastic deformation.
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The high cost of material in comparison with the low
cost of shot peening often dictates peening as the
cost-effective approach.

This involves bombarding the surface with  
rounded particles propelled at high velocity 

200 ft./sec. or more. Each shot particle,  
with controlled shape and of uniform size, 
acts as a peening hammer to cold work  
the surface and produce compressive stresses 

Shot peening is the most effective and inexpensive 
method to produce the desired residual compressive 
stress at the surface of a spring.  



Bar Grinding / Peeling..

Bar Straightening..
Straightened & Cut Wire is produced from coils by means of special machinery 
which straightens the wire and cuts it to specific lengths 

Bar peeling / grinding occurs relatively early in the metal forming process.

When steel blanks are formed from a forging or hot-rolling process, they generally have surface 
imperfections like microcracks or discontinuous “skins” that are formed during the cooling process. Metal 
oxide layers can also build up over time. These imperfections have to be removed before the blank can 
be formed into a sufficient raw material for further processing.

The straightening operation can alter the mechanical properties of the wire, 
especially the tensile strength.

We at Spring centre are thrilled and exhilarated to introduce to our customers our 
new bar straightening and peeling (grinding) department.
We have made many improvements throughout the last couple of months and we look
forward to sharing our improvements and new offered services with our customers. 
We want nothing but the best for our customers, therefor we are always on the 
look out for improvement.

Conventional turning processes can do the same job, but bar peeling has several advantages.
The bar peeling process is generally more precise than conventional turning, 
thus making it essential for pieces with very tight dimensional tolerances. 
The process is also faster, giving you shorter throughput times and better productivity at 
high volumes. 
Finally, bar peeling produces excellent surface quality that is difficult to match with a turning 
process.



Our accessories section stocks a wide and readily available range of:

Ubolts & Centre Bolts..

Bushes..

* Polyurethane bushes

* Brass/steel bushes

* Plastic bushes

And many more....

* Silent Blocks

* Square Top U-Bolts
* Round Top U-Bolts
* Centre Bolts (C/Bolts)
* Cotter Pins
* Quarter Pins
* Hangers / Shackle Hangers
* Shackles
* Spacers
* Shock Absorbers



WE ARE ONE OF THE TOP LEADING SPRING
MANUFACTURING COMPANY’S AND WE
MANUFACTURE ANY TYPE OF SPRING....
NO MATTER HOW BIG OR SMALL !

Conical Springs

Clock Springs
Wire Forms

R-Clips

Tension SpringsTension SpringsTension Springs

Compression Springs

So much more..

Torsion springs

C-Clips
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Good to know.._______________________________________________________________________________
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